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Abstract. We implemented a skeleton library allowing the C program-
mer to write parallel programs using skeleton abstractions to structure
and exploit parallelism. The library exploits a SPMD execution model
in order to achieve the correct, parallel execution of the skeleton pro-
grams (which are not SPMD) onto workstation cluster architectures.
Plain TCP/IP sockets have been used as the process communication
mechanism. Experimental results are discussed that demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our skeleton library.1
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1 Introduction

Recent works demonstrated that efficient parallel applications can be easily and
rapidly developed by exploiting skeleton based parallel programming models
[5, 16, 15, 3]. With these programming models, the programmer of a parallel ap-
plication is required to expose the parallel structure of the application by using a
proper nesting of skeletons. Such skeletons are nothing but a known, efficient way
of exploiting particular parallel computation patterns via language constructs or
library calls [9]. The skeleton implementation provided by the support software
takes care of all the implementation details involved in parallelism exploitation
(e.g. parallel process network setup, scheduling and placement, communication
handling, load balancing). Therefore the programmer may concentrate his ef-
forts on the qualitative aspects of parallelism exploitation rather than on the
cumbersome, error prone, implementation details mentioned above [14].

Currently available skeleton programming environments requires consider-
able programming activity in order to implement the skeleton based program-
ming languages [3, 5]. Skeleton programs are compiled by generating the code
of a network of cooperating processes out of the programmer skeleton code, and
providing all the code necessary to place, schedule and run the processes on the
processing elements of the target architecture. When compiling skeleton pro-
grams, the knowledge derived from the skeleton structure of the user program
is exploited via heuristics and proper algorithms. Eventually, efficient code is
obtained, exploiting the peculiar features of the target architecture at hand [14].
1 This work has been partially funded by the Italian MURST Mosaico project.
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Capitalizing on the experience we gained in the design of such environments
[2, 8], we designed a library (SKElib) that allows the programmer to declare
skeletons out of plain C functions, to compose such skeletons and to command
their evaluation by a simple C library call statement. The library allows the
programmer to structure parallel computations whose pattern do not correspond
to a skeleton by using standard Unix mechanisms. The library can be used on
any cluster of workstations (COW) running Unix OS. This kind of architecture
is commonly available and delivers very high performance at a price which is a
fraction of the price of other, specialized, (massively) parallel architectures [4].
In this paper we first describe the choices taken in the library design (Sec. 2),
then we discuss the implementation details of SKElib (Sec. 3) and eventually we
present the performance results we achieved when running skeleton programs
written with SKElib on a workstation cluster (Sec. 4).

2 Library Design

The skeleton set provided to the parallel application programmer by SKElib
includes a small number of assessed skeletons [1, 16, 15]:

farm a task farm skeleton, exploiting parallelism in the computation of a set of
independent tasks appearing onto the input stream.

pipe a skeleton exploiting the well known pipeline parallelism.
map a data parallel skeleton, exploiting simple data parallel computations and,

particularly, computations where a result can be obtained combining a set
of partial results. These results, in turn, are computed by applying a given
function on all the data items obtained by partitioning an input data item
into a set of independent data partitions.

while a skeleton modeling iterative computations.
seq a skeleton embedding sequential code in such a way that the code can be

used as a parameter of other skeletons.

The skeletons we provided in SKElib can be nested, e.g. a pipe may have a
farm stage that, in turn, computes tasks by exploiting pipeline parallelism. Such
a skeleton set allows significant parallel applications to be developed and, in the
meanwhile, is simple enough to be reasonably handled2. All these skeletons are
provided to the programmer by including functions in the library that can be
called to declare both sequential code to be used as a skeleton parameter (i.e.
as a pipeline stage, via the SKE_SEQ function) and pipe, farm, map and while
skeletons having other skeletons as parameters (SKE_PIPE, SKE_FARM, SKE_MAP
and SKE_WHILE functions).

A different function is implemented in the library to ask the evaluation of a
skeleton expression (SKE_CALL). This function takes parameters denoting where
the input stream (the sequence of input data sets) and the output stream (the

2 one of our main aims was to demonstrate the feasibility of the library approach to
skeleton implementation
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Fig. 1. Implementation template of the farm skeleton

sequence of the data results) have to be taken/placed. Such parameters, for-
mally denoting the skeleton input and output streams, are plain Unix files. The
programmer can ask the library to evaluate a skeleton expression taking input
data from a file and delivering output data to another file. But he can also ask
SKElib to evaluate the same expression by taking input data from the output
of an execed Unix process whose output has been redirected to a named pipe,
just by using the named pipe as the skeleton input stream. Further parameters
must be supplied to SKE_CALL denoting the processing elements (PE) that can
be used in the parallel skeleton computation.

We choose to implement skeletons by exploiting implementation template
technology [2, 14]. Following this approach, each skeleton is implemented by set-
ting up a network of communicating sequential processes arranged as described
in a template library. This library holds an entry for each skeleton supported.
The entry completely describes the structure of an efficient process network that
can be used to implement the skeleton on the target architecture (i.e. the entry
describes how many processes must be used, where the processes have to be
placed, how they have to be scheduled, etc.). As an example, Figure 1 shows the
process network relative to the implementation template of the farm skeleton
used in SKElib. This template (as the other templates used in SKElib) does not
maintain the input/output ordering of tasks. Results relative to input task i may
appear on the output stream after the results relative to input task i+k (k > 0).
SKElib just preserves ordering between application input and output streams:
results are delivered (using a proper buffering algorithm) on the output stream in
the same order as the corresponding input data appeared onto the input stream.

SKElib uses plain TCP/IP Unix sockets to implement interprocess commu-
nications. We could have used any one of the communication libraries available
in the Unix environment (e.g. MPI [13]), but the usage of such kind of libraries
can prevent the user from using some of the typical Unix mechanisms and one
of our goals was to provide a seamless skeleton framework.

The overall goal we achieved with SKElib has been to make available to the
Unix programmer a new paradigm to structure common parallelism exploitation
patterns while leaving the programmer the ability to “hand code” those parts
of the parallel application that do not fit any of the skeletons in the library. It’s
worth pointing out that in classical skeleton frameworks the programmer is com-
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#include "ske.h"

extern void f(F_IN * in, F_OUT * out);

int main(int argc, char * argv[]) {
  SKELETON * seqf, * seqg, * farmf, * the_pipe;
  int n_workers = atoi(argv[1]);
  ...
  seqf = SKE_SEQ((FUN *)f, sizeof(F_IN), sizeof(F_OUT));

  farmf = SKE_FARM(n_workers, seqf, BALANCING);
  the_pipe = SKE_PIPE(2,farmf,seqg);
  ...
  n_hosts = atoi(argv[2]);

           n_hosts,"alpha1","alpha2","alpha3","alpha4","alpha5");
  ...
  return(0);
}

extern void g(F_OUT * in, G_OUT * out);

  seqg = SKE_SEQ((FUN *)g, sizeof(F_OUT), sizeof(G_OUT));

  SKE_CALL(the_pipe,OPTIMIZE,"input.dat","output.dat",

 

Fig. 2. Sketch of sample application code

pletely and consistently assisted in the implementation of parallel applications
whose parallel structure fits some particular (nesting of) skeleton(s), but has no
way to implement some parallel exploitation pattern which is not captured by
the skeletons provided by using the other typical mechanisms supported by the
hardware and software architecture at hand.

3 SKElib Implementation

Figure 2 sketches a simple parallel application written using SKElib. The appli-
cation computes a stream of results out of a stream of input data. Each input
data is used to compute a partial result via the function f and this partial re-
sult is used to compute the final result via the function g. This computation
structure is naturally modeled by the pipe skeleton. By taking into account
that the computation of function f is much more expensive than computation
of function g, the programmer has inserted a farm in the first pipeline stage.
Therefore, the program will read – in a cycle – an input data set from the input
stream (file input.dat, actually), deliver it to a worker process of the farm that
computes an intermediate result applying the f function, and eventually deliver
such intermediate result to the process sequentially computing the g function.

The process leading to the execution of this skeleton program is outlined in
Figure 3. First of all the program is compiled and linked to SKElib code. Then
the user runs the program on a node of the target COW. When the control flow
reaches the request for skeleton code evaluation (the SKE CALL library call), the
library code analyzes the skeleton structure declared by the programmer and
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“execs” on the processing elements of the COW all the processes necessary to
implement the process network derived from the skeleton code.

Functions representing the sequential code executed by skeletons must be
supplied as void C functions with two parameters: a pointer to the input data
and a pointer to the output data. This restriction on the sequential code format
has been introduced to avoid a number of unnecessary buffer copy operations in
the library code, while requiring a moderate “extra” programming effort to the
user.

The processes in the implementation templates of skeletons must be able to
execute user supplied code and, in particular, the code embedded in the seq
skeletons and all the related code. In order to allow the template code to exe-
cute such user code without charging the programmer with the task of following
particular formats in the source code, we decided to exploit an SPMD execu-
tion model. SKElib wrappes the user main. Therefore, when the user program
is run the library main function is executed in place of the user main. If the
first command line argument is not the special (reserved) SKEslave string, the
SKElib main just calls the user main. Otherwise SKElib takes the complete con-
trol of the execution and proper process templates are run instead of the user
main, depending on the other command line parameters. Therefore, when the
user runs the skeleton program supplying his own command line parameters,
his main code is executed. When the user code reaches a SKE_CALL statement,
the skeleton program is remotely run on the PEs in the COW. The command
line parameters passed to the remote exec command are such that the SKElib
main takes definitely the control and calls those parts of the SKElib code that
implement the processes that must be run on the remote nodes to implement
the skeleton templates. Which template code has to be executed on the nodes
is derived by the SKE_CALL code by looking at the information gathered with
skeleton declarations. This leads to an SPMD execution model of the skeleton
program. The same program is eventually run on all the nodes of the target ar-
chitecture. The behavior of the program on each node depends on the command
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Fig. 4. Scalability results of the library

line parameters used to invoke the code. Parameters passed to the code executed
on the remote nodes are both symbolic and pointer parameters. The symbolic
parameters tell SKElib main which process templates are to be executed. The
pointer parameters tell the library which user code must be eventually be called
by the process templates. Pointer parameters (virtual addresses, actually) can
be used because all the nodes eventually will run the same code – the one derived
from the compilation of the user code linked with the library code.

This mechanism allows any user function to be called on the processing el-
ements of the target architecture without requiring the user to supply the code
embedded in the seq skeletons in a particular file/library. In the normal SPMD
model, all the processes running on the different processing elements and ex-
ecuting the same code are started at the same time. In our case, one process
is started by the user, whereas the other processes are started in the SKE CALL
code, via rsh calls. This approach has a drawback: all the user code is actually
replied on all the processing elements participating in the computation. In case
the user code is large, this may lead to virtual memory waste on the target
architecture PEs.

The programmer may ask SKElib to optimize the object process graph by
specifying a proper parameter in the SKE CALL (in the example of Figure 2 an
OPTIMIZE parameter is passed to this purpose). The optimizations currently
performed by SKElib mainly concern process grouping on the same processing
element. As an example, in a two stage pipeline with both stages exploiting farm
parallelism, the collector process of the first farm and the emitter process of the
second one are actually merged when the OPTIMIZE parameter is specified in the
SKE CALL. The resulting process network shows less communication overhead
than the original one. We are considering further process graph optimizations.
As an example, when the processing elements of the target architecture have to
be multiprogrammed (due to the large number of processes derived from the user
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code) communicating processes will be mapped to the same processing element,
in such a way that a lower network overhead is paid.

Overall, SKElib has been implemented on a Linux COW using standard
Unix mechanisms, namely rsh to run processes on remote processing elements
and TCP/IP BSD sockets to perform inter-process communications. As a con-
sequence, the library can be used on any workstation network supporting these
mechanisms. The only thing to do in order to port the library across differ-
ent COWs is to compile the library code. Due to the SPMD execution model
adopted, however, all the processing elements in the COW must have the same
processor (i.e. the same instruction set) as well as the same operating system.
This implies that the library is not to guaranteed to work on a COW with
processing elements running different (versions of the) operating system.

4 Experimental Results

We run some experiments to test SKElib performance. The experiments con-
cerned both the evaluation of the absolute performance achieved by SKElib and
a comparison with the performance values achieved by using Anacleto, the P3L
compiler developed at our Department [8]. P3L is the skeleton based parallel
programming language developed in Pisa since 1992 [2]. Anacleto compiles P3L
programs generating C + MPI [13] code that can be run on a variety of parallel
machines and workstation clusters.

All the experiments have been performed using Backus as the target archi-
tecture. Backus is a Beowulf class workstation cluster with eleven PC based
workstations. Each PC sports a 233Mhz Pentium II with 128Mbyte of main
memory, 2Gbyte of user disk space and a 100Mbit Fast Ethernet network inter-
face card. The PCs run Linux (kernel 2.0.35) and are interconnected by a 3Com
SuperstackII 100Mbit Ethernet switch. All the PCs are “dedicated” in that no
other computations where performed on the machines during the experiments
but our skeleton processes and the usual system processes.

When executing skeleton code on the COW, we achieved effective speedups
with respect to the execution of the corresponding sequential code. Concerning
scalability, the typical results we achieved are summarized in Figure 4. The Fig-
ure plots the scalability3 s achieved in the execution of medium to coarse grain
skeleton programs written using our library and exploiting parallelism by using
a single skeleton. The x-axis is relative to the number of processes used to im-
plement the program. The pipeline program used a 10 stage pipe. The farm and
map have been compiled to use a number of processes ranging from 1 to 20. SKE-
lib is able to schedule more than a single template process on a single processing
element (currently the scheduling is performed with a round-robin algorithm)
in such a way that communication and computation times relative to different
processes can be overlapped and therefore a certain degree of communication

3 s = T (1)
T (n)
, where T (i) is the time spent in computing the parallel program using i

PEs
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latency hiding is achieved. As a consequence, the runs requiring more than 10
processes perform node multiprogramming on the COW PEs. From Fig. 4 it
is clear that the skeletons implemented in the library achieve quite a good effi-
ciency. Using a number of processes that do not exceed the number of processing
elements available, we achieve an efficiency which is more that 80%. However, as
the library has been designed to take advantage of the node multiprogramming
facilities offered by Unix, we also run skeleton programs implemented with a
higher number of processes than the actual number of processing elements in
the machine. In this case we achieved scalability values larger that 9.8 on 10
PEs. Such results where achieved running map and farm skeletons using up to
20 processes. It’s worth pointing out that in order to increase the parallelism
degree of a skeleton – and, as a consequence, the number of processes used to
implement the skeleton – the only thing the programmer must do is to specify
the proper parameter value in the declaration of the skeleton. In the code of
Figure 2, the programmer specifies that the farm must have a parallelism degree
of n workers just passing this number as the first parameter of the SKE CALL
function call.

Figure 5 shows the results achieved by our library and the results achieved
running similar skeleton programs written in P3L and compiled using Anacleto.
The performance Figures are similar, but our library sports slightly better re-
sults. This is in part due to the fact that Anacleto generates C + MPI code and
therefore communications are performed via MPI primitives that, in turn, are
implemented on top of the same sockets we directly used to implement SKElib
communications. However the result is quite satisfactory. SKElib presents some
advantages with respect to the use of P3L/Anacleto, in particular concerning the
possibility to use mixed skeleton/standard parallelism exploitation mechanisms,
and still delivers a performance which is slightly better than the one delivered
by the Anacleto runs.
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All the results discussed above have been achieved by using either simple
programs using a single parallelism exploitation pattern/skeleton (just to test
the different skeleton implementation features) or simple applications templates
(image processing, simple numerical algorithms such as matrix multiplication or
mandelbrot set computation). In this way we have been able to validate the SKE-
lib design and to draw complete performance figures. Currently we are developing
full applications in order to better evaluate both the expressive power provided
to the programmer by SKElib and the performance achieved when exploiting
complex parallelism exploitation patters using significant skeleton compositions.

5 Related Work & Conclusions

Many efforts are being made to implement skeleton based parallel programming
environments. Our research group in Pisa is active in the development of SkIE
[16, 3]. Serot is currently developing a skeleton framework for image processing
[15]. Darlington’s group at the Imperial College in London also gave substantial
contributes to skeleton research [11] as well as the group of Burkhart [7]. [5] dis-
cusses a skeleton framework mainly focused on data parallelism exploitation. [6]
studied skeletons in a functional programming framework and we also provided
a “skeleton embedding” within Ocaml, which is the ML dialect of INRIA [10].
All these projects (but the one described in [10], that actually supports skeletons
in Ocaml via a library) either provide skeletons as new programming languages
and/or language extensions or they rely on a heavy compile process in order to
compile skeleton programs to parallel object code. There is no previous attempt
to provide a skeleton programming environment via a plain C library, to our
knowledge. Anyway, we exploited experiences performed in all these projects in
the design of the template system used to implement the skeletons in SKElib
(in particular the approach used to implement skeletons in SKElib is almost
completely derived from the projects discussed in [2, 11]).

Different project exists, not directly involved with the skeleton research track,
aimed at making available libraries providing the programmer with suitable tools
to structure parallelism exploitation within applications. As an example, [12] dis-
cusses a library allowing data parallel computations to be expressed using the
classes provided within a C++ library. We owe these projects, as well as the
project summarized in [10], for some of the ideas used to implement data paral-
lel skeleton templates and the general library structure.

In this work, we discussed the design and implementation of SKElib, a li-
brary providing the C Unix programmer with a simple way to implement parallel
applications using skeletons. SKElib has been developed on a Linux COW. Us-
ing SKElib, parallel applications can be written that exploit parallelism both by
using skeletons and by using standard Unix concurrency mechanisms. Skeletons
can be used to program those application parts that match standard parallelism
exploitation patterns. Standard Unix mechanisms can be used to program those
application parts that do not match the skeleton provided. We showed exper-
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imental results demonstrating that the approach is feasible in terms of perfor-
mance. We also showed that the performance results achieved by SKElib are
slightly better than the results obtained by using existing skeleton compilers.
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